
Maybe Yeah

The Age of L.U.N.A

Maybe you could save me, always wonder if you could can take me away, always felt like it was you that was 
crazy, but truth is I don't need to be saved.

So please tell me what you want from me I know it's hard to see the opposite of searching of something that's 
always been in front of me.

Deep in love, miss the trust, maybe we should give it up? loose our touch, I was only tryna give you what you 
want.

But maybe you just wanted more, see as time spend alone, keep it lonely with your thoughts, I'm just tryna face 
a storm even if it cause me harm still you try to keep me warm right here among your arms. 

So if the sky falls down I swear, it only takes one phone call I'm there, I know sometimes things seem unclear 
but you'll always be right for this love right,

Don't wanna rely on my compass, comparable as we are, I know it was never for me, now I had it, the news to 
settle the score, viewing in the evening, won't you toss the morning sun? I told you times ain't sleeven, now 

your witness had been shut down.(shut down right now)

For once just heard me out now girl, I been stressing on you. my neck, my soul, my legs are weak but my heart 
stay strong and true.

I know it gets the best of you cause it gets the best of me but hold on for a minute lets see what???

I know telling you I love you doesn't help, tryna be my main while you're sitting on the shelf, time is off the 
essence you was happy in my present, I been tryna grind hard call it gold for a second.

I know, you tryna be the Mrs. but I'm only 21 so I'm only tryna live, loose your love, god forbid, just meet me 
halfway to ?? to my wrist felt your heart clinch in my fist ?? 

Don't wanna rely on my compass, comparable as we are, I know it was never for me, now I had it, the news to 
settle the score, viewing in the evening, won't you toss the morning sun? I told you times ain't sleeven, now 

your witness had been shut down.(shut down right now)
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